Abstract. The Sequential Ordering Problem (SOP) is a version of the Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem (ATSP) where precedence constraints on the vertices must also be observed. The SOP has many real life applications and it has proved to be a great challenge (there are SOPs with 40-50 vertices which have not been solved optimally yet with significant computational effort). We use novel branch&bound search algorithms with lower bounds obtained from homomorphic abstractions of the original state space. Our method is asymptotically optimal. In one instance, it has proved a solution value to be optimal for an open problem while it also has matched best known solutions quickly for many unsolved problems from the TSPLIB. Our method of deriving lower bounds is general and applies to other variants of constrained ATSPs as well.
Introduction
The Sequential Ordering Problem (SOP) is stated as follows. Given a graph G, with n vertices and directed weighted edges with the start and terminal vertices designated. Find a minimal cost Hamiltonian path from the start vertex to the terminal vertex which also observes precedence constraints. An instance of a SOP can be defined by an n × n cost matrix C, where the entry C i,j is the cost of the edge ij in G, or it is -1 to represent the constraint that vertex j must precede vertex i in the solution path.
The SOP is a model for many real life applications, ranging from helicopter routing between oil rigs [10] to scheduling on-line stacker cranes in an automated warehouse [1] .
Most asymptotically optimal solvers model the SOP as an Integer Program. Unfortunately the exact structure of the SOP polytope is not yet fully understood and therefore these methods achieved only limited success. Our approach is state space search. The partial completions of feasible tours form a directed acyclic graph. The lower bounds are derived from abstractions of the original state space and correspond to optimal tour completion costs in the abstract space. The lower bounds are stored in a look-up table which we will refer to as the pattern database. They are named so, because the abstraction corresponds to merging states of the original state space according to some syntactic pattern. The abstraction mechanism described in this paper is general and it is applicable to other versions of constrained ATSPs as well.
Related Work
Optimal solutions to some instances of the SOP were obtained by Ascheuer et. al. [2] who used the cutting plane technique. They also employed heuristic tour constructions and improvements to derive actual solutions. Escudero et al. [5] used a similar approach but the lower bounds were obtained by Lagrangian relaxation.
The HAS-SOP system of Gambardella et al. [6] is a metaheuristic technique. In many instances they obtained the best known upper bounds to unsolved instances. This approach is a form of stochastic search and therefore optimal solutions cannot be guaranteed, however the solutions were obtained very quickly. Similar results using genetic algorithms were achieved by Seo et al. [11] .
Christofides et al. [3] considered state space relaxations first to generate lower bounds for TSPs. They also used a state representation very close to ours. The same approach was also considered by Mingozzi et al. [9] for the TSP with time windows and precedence constraints.
The pattern database technique was invented by Culberson and Schaeffer [4] and was later used by Korf [8] to obtain optimal solutions to the Rubik's Cube for the first time.
Lower Bounds
In our representation, a SOP state s corresponds to a partial completion of the tour. It records the current last vertex in this partial tour as well as the vertices which have not been reached yet. This is very similar to the state representation of Christofides et al. [3] . The SOP state space S is a lattice with the start state at the apex and the goal state at the bottom. The lattice has n levels, each corresponding to adding a new vertex to a partial tour such that it still satisfies the constraints. These levels are manifested by the edge structure of the lattice. Edges in S only exist between adjacent levels.
The abstract state space S is also a lattice with the same number of levels as S. However, |S | < |S|, so we can enumerate it efficiently. The abstract lattice is obtained by clustering states of S on the same level. Figure  1 illustrates the conceptual relationship between the original and abstract lattices. S is the original lattice and S is the resulting abstraction. We chose states on the same levels to cluster and identified the cheapest cost edges entering and leaving these clusters (drawn with bold edges). These edges will be retained to connect the clustered states which are now replaced by a single vertex (shown as filled circles) in S . The cost of the optimal completion of s in S is a lower bound on the optimal completion cost of the preimage states of s in S. This is exactly what our lower bounds correspond to. The abstractions are simple relabeling functions we call domain abstractions. Initially we assign a unique label to each vertex in the SOP. 0 and n − 1 are the labels of (1) φ 2 and φ 3 are applied to levels 2 and 3 respectively. Let × represent a nonexisting edge in S and -1 correspond to a precedence constraint as we described earlier.
Equation 2 shows how the original cost matrix is transformed into the cost matrix C 2,3 that describes the connectivity and costs between S 2 and S 3 . In order to guarantee lower bounds, the most conservative choice is applied to derive the cost representing the merged edges. If all edge costs are -1, then the resulting edge cost is also a -1 (precedences can be preserved). If some are -1 and some are × we must choose an × (and eliminate some precedences). If all preimage edges are × then so is the abstract edge cost (no new edge created).
If there are some non -1 and non × entries then we must choose the one with the minimum cost. In [7] , we prove that this construction results in valid lower bounds for S. Although conceptually S is obtained by compressing S, S is so large that it cannot be enumerated and we build S by expanding it from the bottom up while also calculating the lower bounds corresponding to the completion costs of the abstract partial tours of S . For details see [7] . To obtain the abstractions, we minimize a user provided error function of the merged edges. In our experiments, we found that minimizing the absolute error between the merged edge costs and the new edge cost and applying some additional user provided penalty for eliminated precedences is particularly effective. We also used transposition tables at levels 3 and 4 to keep track of already visited states and to avoid their re-expansion.
Search
Our search algorithms are all derived from depth-first branch&bound. We branch depth-first because memory is reserved to store lower bounds. For the partial tour s l ∈ S l , let
be an estimate of the total cost of the completed tour which is comprised from the cost of the partial tour c(s l ) and its estimated completion cost b(s l ). If f (s l ) exceeds the cost of the best known feasible solution (the incumbent) then it can be pruned. The branches are also sorted in increasing f value order. Plain branch&bound can be greatly improved because of two special properties of the SOP. First, the SOP can be solved by searching from both directions and second, any consecutive sequence of vertices in any feasible tour also corresponds to a smaller SOP by itself. The cost matrix of the subproblem SOP can be obtained by readily taking entries from the original cost matrix and this subproblem can be solved independently. In our experiments we found that search in one direction is often much faster than in the other and therefore it is worthwhile searching from both directions. The switch from one direction to the other is triggered by reaching a user set node expansion limit. The search in both directions works on refining the same incumbent. We named this algorithm bi-directional depth-first branch&bound (or BDFBB).
Recursive depth-first branch&bound (or RDFBB) uses a user imposed tolerance limit L. When the number of nodes expanded in the search under a subtree T exceeds L, the subproblem SOP corresponding to the largest subtree not including the start state but including T is solved independently with its own automatically generated lower bounds. We also employed a 3-opt on each new incumbent to opportunistically improve it (also used by [2, 6, 11] Table 1 . Generating Lower Bounds for p43. 4 
Results and Discussion
The two control parameters we supply to calculate the lower bounds are the maximum number of abstract states on a single level (maximum width) and the error function which the abstractions between consecutive levels optimize. As we have mentioned, minimizing absolute error (AE) proved to be effective. This is very clear from Table 1 which shows the average value of lower bounds (ave(b)), the lower bound corresponding to the start state (b 0 ) and the time it took in seconds to build the pattern databases of various sizes. The problem is one of the previously unsolved ones called p43.4 from the TSPLIB [12] . b 0 is also a lower bound for the SOP itself. The bounds which are tighter than the previously best known value of 69,569 are shown in bold font. We compare randomly chosen abstractions to the ones that minimize AE. The values reported in the columns under "Random" correspond to the best from a pool of 20. Our smallest AE pattern database has much higher lower bounds than the best of 20 random ones which is also 16,384 larger. This experiment also reveals an interesting phenomenon that we encountered on more than one occasions. The AE pattern database with width 2000 is better than many of the larger ones minimizing the same error measure. At this time we have no explanation other than the abstractions seem to preserve the costs between the levels particularly well. With RDFBB, in 22 hours of CPU time we derived that the value of 83,005 is optimal 1 . We also have matched the best reported upper bounds within 60 minutes of CPU time to the open problems p43.2, p43.3, p43.4, ry48p.2, ry48p.3, ry48p.4, ft53.2 and ft53.3. In these experiments we used BDFBB and also utilized a 3-opt edge exchange heuristic. We also generated a problem set of 16 SOPs; each over 30 vertices. These are derived from 4 base problems. Two correspond to rounded Euclidean distances on a 500×500 and a 6×6 grid with some random noise Table 2 . Nodes Expanded and CPU Times of the Problem Set added to third of the edge costs. The other two are uniform random costs in [0, 1000] and [0, 10]. Next, we generated four random precedence graphs. We applied the constraints implied by these to each of our four base problems and obtained SOPs with 107 (1), 160 (2), 210 (3) and 253 (4) precedence constraints. These include the 57 trivial precedences which are due to the fact that the start and terminal vertices are known. For ease of reference, we named these 16 test problems suggestively. First, we investigate solving these problems with three different size pattern databases of exponentially larger sizes. To compare them we measure nodes expanded in the search and CPU time. For these experiments we did not use the 3-opt tour improvement, only pattern databases. The results are tabulated in Table 2 . Our results show that having larger databases pays off. In the case of 500×500-1 allocating a 5 times larger database results in a 148 fold reduction in nodes expanded. Increasing this size yet another 5 times and there is another 21-fold reduction in nodes expanded. While these very high ratios are not typical, our experiments indicate that in general the trade-off between memory and search speed favors adding more memory. It is also the case that, in most cases, the search finishes much faster when the SOP is more constrained. The branch&cut technique of Ascheuer et al. [2] solves the less constrained SOPs faster. The limiting factors in branch&cut, besides the dimensionality, are the size of the pool of inequalities that have to be searched and the construction of the facet inducing inequalities. Non of these are eased by more precedences. For us, more precedence constraints mean less branching in the search space Table 3 . Nodes Expanded and CPU Times of the Problem Set and therefore less node expansions. Table 3 compares plain DFBB (Plain) to RDFBB (Rec) and RDFBB with transposition tables (Rec + Trans) with the smallest (maximum width 50,000) pattern databases. The values in bold show improvements that resulted in less search effort than searching with plain DFBB with a 5 times larger pattern database. The improvement is often remarkable but not always present. It requires further investigation to examine the cause as there is a large number of parameters to be set, such as the size of subproblems, databases and expansion limits. With DFBB, the cost of the initial sequence of feasible solutions is very important since the costs are used as pruning bounds. Interestingly, we found that the size of the pattern database and even the magnitudes of the lower bounds stored have no relevance whatsoever when it comes to obtaining cheap solutions fast. Therefore the use of a 3-opt makes a very big difference. In fact, to this end we believe it would be more effective to start with the cheap and fast solutions of the HAS-SOP system [6] and instead of ordering by f values (Equation 3 ), we could make use of intermediate solutions of the LP relaxation of the branch&cut solver [2] . The solution to the LP relaxation is a fraction in [0, 1] corresponding to each edge of the SOP. We could interpret these values as probabilities that tell how likely it is that the particular edge is included in the tour. We would sort branches by these probability values but still use our lower bounds for pruning.
We would also like to mention that our lower bounds could be generated when the precedences are arbitrary boolean constraints -such as "vertex 2 or 3 must precede vertex 4" and when some precedence violations are allowed when some user defined penalty is paid. In fact, we believe that pattern databases could be effective to generate lower bounds for a number of constrained Scheduling/Operations Research problems. I would like to dedicate this work in the memory of my dear friend, Dr. Balázs Zombori, who recently died in a car accident.
